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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.0.11 

 

General 

 AFOG-9XRDQE - When you changed company, the button images could remain over the field in the search 
procedure. 

 JLIN-9ZKA8K - It wasn’t possible to use the alternative Unlink from blanket order on the Info menu, if the 
order contained Text rows. 

Manufacturing 

 AFOG-9WGK6M - The Pre-calculation printed two samples when you chose to print the summary and not 
everything on the search form was shown on the printout. 

 JLIN-9WMFPL - The Setting "Warn if rep. qty. exceeds previous operation's rep. qty?" now make exceptions 
for Work centers that has the setting Do not report activated and the control will only be made on other 
operations. 

 JLÖR-9XRJYJ - Only one level of the structure was displayed in the Update File / Text procedure. 

 SWIO-9ZKJ54 - The selection in the Print Transport Labels (Manufacturing) procedure became empty if 
you entered a report number containing many characters in the Search form. 

Purchase 

 JLIN-9XL9UB - A program error occurred in the Update Supplier procedure if you changed the supplier’s 
vacation on another row than the first row. 

 LREM-9YDCLK - The total of amounts in the System currency could be incorrectly displayed in the Invoice 
Basis (Purchase) procedure if you had arrived rows from a Payment plan. 

 PFLN-9YECB2 - Check of delivery date on Purchase order was made before the adjustment of the Setting 
"Default arrival date on order rows" Today + lead time was made, this gave an incorrect message Date 
falls outside the supplier's delivery days. 

 LREM-9ZPAPK - In the supplement EIM it was impossible to register supplier invoices with square brackets 
in the file name. 

 SEDG-9ZRCSR - Undo arrival reporting was made incorrectly when the part was not stock updated and the 
purchase order was registered using an alternate unit. 

Sales 

 JLIN-9W3CQ2 - The Flow Analysis – Sales procedure displayed shortage when linked Manufacturing 
orders were finished. 

 MWIK-9WUF7B - You didn’t get any transfer link on the row if you had automatic line breaks on text rows 
on existing orders in the supplement MONITOR Customer Order Transfer. 

 CSIG-9XSHTC - Service order invoices displayed incorrect number of service technicians and description 
rows. 

 CSIG-9XT87T - Quotes with several setup price rows caused a program error in the Quote List procedure, 
list type Only total. 

 CSIG-9ZG97M - It wasn’t possible to edit the M-order no./P-order no. field on a Service order. 
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 LAHM-9ZHA69 - The total of foreign currency could differ on screen and on the printouts in the Accounts 
Receivable Ledger and Invoicing Log procedures. 

 JEDS-9ZKFM6 - Export of EDI invoice in the Reprint Prior Invoices procedure locked the EDI data table 
even if the EDI Links procedure shouldn’t be used. 

 MSÖT-9ZKJHR - The Print EDI Invoices procedure didn’t get the bank information for the currency for 
foreign currency if the export was made with any of the format numbers 172, 320 or 618. 

 FOHN-9ZQC62 - It wasn’t possible to use Customer-specific EDI invoice forms. It was only possible to use 
the EDI comprehensive invoice as a Customer-specific form in the Update Customer procedure. Now is 
EDI invoice, EDI invoice e-mail and EDI comprehensive invoice e-mail possible to use as Customer-specific 
forms. 

 CSIG-9ZSFJK - Rest (amount) in the Order List - Sales/Purchase procedures did not consider the 
discount, if any, on the blanket order. 

 FOHN-9ZSJPX - Default options have been added to Unifaun's additional services. 

 FOHN-9ZTCRV - The EDI Order Import List procedure with format number 343 saved unit with extra 
blanks after correct characters. 

 CSIG-9ZYJ4Q - It was not possible to delete an order row from an order for which a "customer order 
transfer" had been made in cases where the purchase order was created in the sales company. This only 
affected systems with the supplement Customer Order Transfer. 

 KFTM-9ZZAXA - If you created a Credit invoice based on a Comprehensive invoice and copied the rows 
from the Debit invoice, all information wasn’t copied to the new basis. 

 LREM-A279TC - The Swedish EC Sales List (the export file) contained decimals. 

 FOHN-A2EA44 - During export of Finvoice (EDI format 320), the roud-off VAT amount could differ from the 
invoice form. 

Inventory 

 CSIG-9Y9HZP - It wasn’t possible to select e-mail addresses for nonconformities of own type in the 
Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 JLÖR-9ZHAQP - Stock orders with own delivery method (0) wasn’t displayed in the Print Pick List - Stock 
Order procedure. 

 FPEN-9ZRC9H - It wasn’t possible to select the option <Skip> several times in the Part Import procedure. 

 FPEN-9ZTAF4 - If several nonconformities were linked to the same serial number, one row was displayed 
per linked nonconformity on the serial number in the Product Register List procedure. 

 CSIG-9ZXHMH - The Activities/contacts log on the Activities tab in the Register Nonconformity 
procedure was purged if you changed nonconformity type on nonconformity. 

 MWIK-A25D9R - An edit lock-up remained when you linked from the Cost of Poor Quality procedure to 
the Register Nonconformity procedure. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-9VLC3J - If you exported salary to Kontek, the SWH (Shorter Working hours) wasn’t exported with 
date entered. 

 JLIN-9XLJHH - Batch recording of material resulted in quantity 0 on material not stock updated. 

 JLÖR-9ZSK9M - Non-working days was missing in the schedule file when you exported salary to Personec 
L. 

 JLIN-A2CFJ4 - Previously a warning appeared in the Recording Terminal procedure informing you that 
the previous operation was not started even though it was marked not to be reported. 
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Accounting 

 LREM-9ZGANG - The calculations became incorrect in the Project Summary procedure with list type 
Cost/Income and the alternative Calculate new saved values. 

 KFTM-9ZQHFE - It wasn’t possible to change Voucher Number Series in the Revaluate Ledgers 
procedure. 

 KFTM-9ZQJ2U - MONITOR was shut down with a program error when using Shift + F3 to link from the 
Register Vouchers procedure to the Balance Info procedure. 

 KFTM-A26FF8 - You could not load phrases using the shortcut Ctrl + F2 in the Register Vouchers 
procedure. 

Management Accounting 

 MSVK-9ZCB73 - If you had many price lists and selected one of those as a price alternative in the 
Inventory log’s coding method, MONITOR could shut down with a program error when you used the 
Posterior Coding procedure. 
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